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POLICE BLOTTER 
 

 

Monday April 28, 2022 

 
1310 hrs Officers were dispatched to Kettering Police Department on a warrant service. MCSO 

Prosecutors had brought Joanna Stacey W/F/37 to be served for a bench warrant. 

Stacey was transported to Montgomery County Jail without incident. 22-014137  
 
1809 hrs. Officers conducted a traffic stop for a registration violation in the area of W. Stroop and 

Dixie.  The driver was identified as Katrina M. Alsept (W/F/38) and found to have an 

active warrant through Warren Co. S.O.  The passenger, Jerry M. Crum (W/M/37), also 
had an active warrant through Montgomery Co. S.O.  Both warrants were confirmed and 

each were taken into custody and transported to KPD Jail.  22-014185 

 
1841 hrs. Officers were sent to Meijer gas station to assist KFD on an unresponsive male in the 

driver’s seat of a vehicle.  Upon arrival officers located Ricky K. Spears (W/M/60) passed 
out in the driver’s seat of a vehicle.  After waking him he showed signs of impairment and 
after SFSTS was placed under arrest for OVI.  He was transported to KPD Jail where he 

refused to submit to a chemical test.  22-014188 

 
2341 hrs Officers initiated a stop for traffic violations in the 1800 blk Woodman Drive.  Contact was 

made with the driver who was found to have warrants for her arrest through MCSO, 

Moraine PD and Lebanon PD.  Lauriel D. Ellis B/F/32 was arrested and transported to 

the Montgomery County Jail.  22-014231 

 
0029 hrs Officers initiated a stop for traffic violations at S. Dixie/Office Park.  Contact was made 

with the driver and signs of drug impairment were observed.  After SFST’s, Ali Demnika 

W/M/18 was arrested for OVI and was transported to the Kettering Jail where he refused 

to provide a urine sample.  22-014237 
 

0322 hrs Officers responded to 4200 Dryden on a field transfer with Moraine PD.  Danny R. 

Gregory W/M/37 was arrested on his warrant for FTA – No OL and was transported to 

the Kettering Jail.  22-014250 

 
0534 hrs Officers responded to Dayton Wright Brother’s Airport on a field transfer with Warren 

County S.O.  Jason M. McHone W/M/38 was arrested for FTC – Criminal Trespass and 

was transported to the Kettering Jail.  22-014258 

 

 



 

 

Tuesday April 29, 2022 

 
1551 hrs Officers responded to 2223 Crew Circle in Miami Township for a recovered stolen U-Haul 

truck with possible suspects on scene. The vehicle was towed back to DESC and both 

KPD and MTPD completed reports for further investigation and potential law review. 22-

014371 
 
2007 hrs Officers initiated a traffic stop in the 3000 blk Kettering Blvd for traffic violations.  Contact 

was made with the driver who was found to have a warrant.  Nakkia M. Simpson W/F/42 
was arrested on a warrant through Clark County S.O. for Theft.  During an inventory 

search of the vehicle, a loaded firearm was located.  Cruz A. Delasancha H/M/18 
admitted possession of the firearm and was arrested for Improper Handling (F) and was 

booked in to the Kettering Jail.  22-014403 
 
2207 hrs Officers initiated a stop for traffic violations in the 2100 blk Patterson Blvd.  Contact was 

made with the occupants, one of which gave false identifying information.  The subject 

was transported to MCJ for a Live-ID and his identify was confirmed.  Rio A. Famble 

B/M/21 was booked in to the Montgomery County Jail on warrants through ODRC – 
Parole Violation and MCSO – Domestic Violence.  Famble was issued a summons for 

Falsification.  22-014423 
 
2258 hrs Officers initiated a stop at Shroyer/Storms for traffic violations.  Contact was made with 

the driver who was consuming an alcoholic beverage.  After investigation, Moises R. 

Mares H/M/22 was issued a summons for Open Container-MV.  22-014427  
 
2300 hrs Officers responded to Crown Packaging, 1885 Woodman Drive on an intoxicated 

employee.  On arrival, contact was made with Willie K. Crowder B/M/35 who was found 
to be too intoxicated to care for himself.  Crowder was issued a summons for DC/PI and 

was released to a sober party.  22-014428 
 

2356 hrs Officers responded to 3021 Dwight on a warrant service.  On arrival, Stephen C. 

Gimmey W/M/28 was located and arrested on a warrant through Vandalia PD on an 

original charge of Domestic Violence.  Gimmey was transported to the Kettering Jail.  22-

014434 

 
0128 hrs Officers made a stop in the area of W. Dorothy Lane and Mirimar Street for an equipment 

violation. Upon making contact with the driver, he was observed to be unusually nervous 
and acting in a suspicious manner. Recent drug history was discovered and the driver 
refused to consent to a search. A K9 was dispatched to the scene and while enroute, 
officers observed the subject attempt to conceal suspected narcotics on his person. 

Michael A. Cooper, w/m/37, was arrested for possession of drugs and transported to 

KPD jail without incident. 22-014441 

 
0241 hrs Officers initiated a stop for traffic violations at S. Smithville/Forrer. Contact was made with 

the driver and signs of impairment were observed.  After SFST’s, Marcellus L. Perry 

B/M/37 was placed under arrest for OVI and was transported to the Kettering Jail where 

he provided a breath sample .075 g/210L  22-014450 

 

 

 

 



 

Wednesday April 30, 2022 

 
2130 hrs Officers responded to Capri Lanes at 2727 S. Dixie Hwy. to assist Moraine PD, who were 

out with an intoxicated subject. Upon arrival, it was determined MPD had been flagged 
down by witnesses in the lot who were concerned. The subject was found to be highly 

intoxicated and unable to care for himself. Jeffrey R. McNamara, w/m/20, was arrested 

for DCPI and transported to the KPD jail. 22-014610 
 
2229 hrs Officers made a stop in the area of Wilmington Pike and Eldorado Avenue for an 

equipment violation. Upon making contact with the driver, he was recognized as having 
recent drug history. After an affirmative indication, a crack pipe and a suspected crack 

rock were located inside a can of Coke. Jeremy D. Ray, w/m/44, was arrested for drug 

possession and transported to KPD jail without incident. 22-014620 

 

Thursday April 31, 2022 

 
1749 hrs Officers responded to 617 Mossoak Drive for a family problem. Upon arrival, the 

complainant stated she had been assaulted by adult son, who had left in a vehicle. After 

further investigation, it was determined that Joshua M. Floyd, w/m/47, was the primary 
aggressor and would be arrested for Domestic Violence. He was transported to the KPD 

jail without incident. 22-014772 
 

1916 hrs Officers responded to Broadmoor Drive for a welfare check. Upon arrival, a w/m/71 was 
located deceased inside the home with no signs of a criminal incident having occurred. 
Detectives and a coroner’s investigator arrived; releasing the body after an extensive 

medical history was discovered. 22-014781 
 
2057 hrs Officers responded to Woodman Lanes on a disturbance.  During the investigation Lt. 

Moore arrested Jay Fairman, b/m/47, for disorderly conduct/public intoxication.    

Fairman was also charged with felonious assault on a police officer by spitting.  22-

014795 
 
2217 hrs Officers responded to the Penn Station at 3007 Woodman Drive for a reportedly 

intoxicated subject causing a disturbance inside the business. The subject was located at 
Woodman Drive and E. Dorothy Lane exhibiting obvious signs of intoxication. The male 

continued to be uncooperative and unruly, at which time Zachary Coggeshall, w/m/42, 

was arrested for DCPI. He was transported to KPD jail without incident. 22-014801 
 
2351 hrs Officers made a stop in the area of W. Dorothy Lane and Hillview Lane for traffic and 

registration violations. Upon making contact with the driver, signs of drug abuse were 
observed. The occupants consented to a search of their person and the vehicle, at which 
time suspected crack/cocaine, drug abuse instruments, and paraphernalia, was located. 
The driver was arrested and transported to KPD jail where he requested a medic. He was 
then transported to KMH by KFD, where he refused treatment and was to be discharged 

as officers were arriving to serve the traffic citations. Upon discharge, Donald R. 

Johnson, w/m/64, was placed back in custody and transported to MCSO jail on charges 

of drug possession. 22-014810 

 
0158 hrs Officers made a stop in the area of Patterson Blvd. and Springhill Ave. for traffic and 

equipment violations. Upon making contact with the occupants, suspicious activity was 
observed and both were found to have drug history. During a search of the vehicle, 
suspected methamphetamine, paraphernalia, and an open container was discovered. 

Erin M. Payne, w/f/42, was issued a summons for Open Container and released. 



 

Alexander G. Cope, w/m/23, was arrested for Possession of Drugs and transported to 

KPD jail without incident. 22-014817 

 

Friday April 1, 2022 

 
1213 hrs Officers responded to the Greene County Jail where they took custody of Tonya Stinson, 

w/f/38, on a KPD FTC warrant.  20-040271 
 

1807 hrs Officers responded to 1535 Willamet where they arrested Mark Arden, w/m/56, on a 

KPD warrant.  22-010289  
 

1848 hrs Officers located Ricky Perry, w/m/61, at 1280 Cloverfield and arrested him on a KPD 

outstanding warrant.  22-014932 
 
2113 hrs Officers responded to the intersection of Wilmington Pike and E. Dorothy Lane for a 

Signal 11. Upon arrival, it was determined that the operator of Unit #1 would be 

transported to KMH and appeared to be intoxicated. Pamela S. Witherspoon, w/f/51, 
was issued a citation for OVI and additional OVI charges are pending the lab results from 

a blood draw. 22-014955 
 
2207 hrs Officers stopped a vehicle in the area of Capri Lanes at 2727 S. Dixie Hwy. after 

recognizing the RO/driver had an active arrest warrant. T’aire Dixon, b/f/35, was arrested 

for a theft warrant entered through Moraine PD, who took custody on scene. 22-014961 

 

Saturday April 2, 2022 

 
2253 hrs Officers made a stop in the area of Southern Blvd. and Big Hill Road for an equipment 

violation. Upon making contact, it was determined that the driver was without a valid OL 

and also had an active warrant for her arrest. Bell Ishimwe, b/f/18, was arrested for an 
FTA warrant on original charges of No OL & Stop Sign entered through the Montgomery 

County Juvenile Court. 22-015120 
 
2350 hrs Officers made a stop in the area of LaRue Drive and Beaverton Drive for traffic and 

equipment violations. Andrew C. Moore, w/m/42, was arrested for Possession of Drugs 

and transported to KPD jail without incident. Larry L. Duff, w/m/27, was issued a 

summons for Drug Paraphernalia and released from the scene. 22-015127 

 

Sunday April 3, 2022 

 
1642 hrs. Officers responded to 2801 S. Dixie Dr. for a private property accident.  During his 

investigation he learned that one of the occupants, Cherika Smith-Oglesby (B/F/27), had 
an active warrant through the MCSO for DV.  She was taken into custody and transported 

to the county jail.  22-015204 

 
0110 hrs Officers initiated a stop for traffic violations in the area of Wilmington Pk/Jaybee Ct.  

Contact was made with the driver and signs of impairment were observed.  After SFST’s, 

Abigail L. Harlan W/F/28 was placed under arrest for OVI and was transported to the 

Kettering Jail where she provided a breath sample of .175g/210L.    22-015275 

 

 


